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History of a Light (Glass) Board
● 1949
What is it?
A lecture-recording tool 
that allows instructors 
to face the camera while 
also writing on a 
transparent surface of 
special glass (Educause, 
2014). 
How is it different today?
Instructor Reaction
Can I Build One?
Not so Budget-Friendly Version
● Total $2,500.00















concept using the 
budget lightboard 




Where could you use one?
1. Online lecture capture for distance, online, or blended learning 
environments
2. Flipped classroom environment (students do the learning or preview of 
concepts at home and teacher facilitates projects, discussions, practice in 
the classroom)
3. Blended classroom (partially online, partially seated)
4. Presentations (in person or distance)
5. Staff development (in person, online, video recording)
















So, what is lecture capture and how is it useful 
in online/distance learning?
Lecture capture is an all encompassing term describing any technology that allows lecturers or tutors 
to record their lectures and make them available digitally (Educause, 2008). 
● Lecture capture ranges from simple audio podcasts to screen captures, through to media rich 
lecture captures that include sophisticated video cameras capturing the lecturer, the students 
and the content on projection screens.
● Using visual information (lecture capture) as an additional channel can aid the retention of 
verbal information, according to Mayer and Anderson (Mayer & Anderson, 1991)
●  Initial studies at Coppin State University show that lecture capture technology that allows 
students to view lectures online after the lesson can improve course retention rates as well as 
student grades (Briggs, 2007)
●  Whatley & Ahmad (2007) posit that learning requires visual as well as auditory stimulus, 
particularly when technology is being used, in order to promote cognitive processing.  
Courtesy of Dr James Kadirire- The Pedagogy of Lecture Capture (Networks Issue 14, January 2011)
Why is the lightboard a key tool for online learning/lecture 
capture?
● Offers a way to create videos that complement flipped classrooms and other online or hybrid 
learning models.
● Lightboard videos can provide highly effective assistance for problem explanations, homework 
explication, and course review (especially in math, science, and technology!) 
● Presents new opportunities for creative use as presenters annotate images or video. 
● Meets the student’s need for clear and informative lecture capture while offering the instructor a 
quick and effective method of video production that includes visual aids 
● Enables lecturers to face the camera while illustrating and annotating their talk, making the 
content both easier for the viewer to follow and more interesting to watch. 
● Resulting lectures are easy to watch, the text or sketch stays visible as it is produced, and the 
lecturer’s face remains a natural part of the presentation.
● Enables high-quality video production that does not require multiple cameras or extensive 
postproduction editing.
Courtesy of Educause- ELI: 7 Things You Should Know About Lightboard (August 2014)
